The following can function as core elements:
- noun
- pronoun
- substantive adjective or participle
- a finite or non-finite noun clause
- an infinitive (as Subject or Subject Complement)
- a finite or non-finite verb

**ADJECTIVAL**
- modify nouns
  - adjective
  - genitive
  - relative clause
  - participial clause
  - number
  - noun in apposition

**ADVERBIAL**
- modify verbs, adj, adv
  - adverb
  - prepositional phrase
  - ablative w/out prep
  - adv accusative w/out prep
  - ablative absolute
  - finite adverbial dependent clause
  - non-core dative

**SENTENCE/CLAUSE PATTERNS**

**Transitive**
- subject, verb, direct object

**Intransitive**
- subject, verb

**Passive**
- subject, passive verb

**Linking**
- subject, verb, subject complement

**Factive**
- subject, verb, direct object,
  - object complement

**Special Intransitive**
- subject, verb, dat/abl/gen object

**Impersonal passive**
- passive verb

**COORDINATORS**
- coordinating conjunction
  - asyndeton

**SUBORDINATORS**
- subordinating conjunction
  - relative pronoun
  - interrogative
  - non-finite verb form